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Dear Reader,

Welcome to the September edition. Entrants in our
competition have been notified and winners will soon
be enjoying lunch.

Jim Parker reminds us in his article this month about
the perils of forecasting in the stock market. Back in
February 2008 the markets were heading lower during the
global financial crisis (GFC). A writer in the esteemed
Australian Financial review suggested that the best defense
against this fall in the stock market was to invest in mining
stocks because they would benefit from China’s demand for
minerals.

How good was this advice? Jim shows in a chart of sector
performance that it was not very good advice at all. Investors
would have been much better off holding onto to a diversified
portfolio and riding out the GFC.

Our Second Life piece this week is about the growing
problem of dementia. All is revealed in a new book
written by an ex-colleague of Baden’s, Ralph Martins
who is a Professor at the Edith Cowan University in
Perth.

The title is “Understanding Alzheimer’s”. Baden and Ian
have both experienced a parent suffering from this
devastating illness and we thoroughly recommend the
book that covers all aspects of Alzheimer’s, including
terminology, risk, prevention, treatment and caring.

“The greatest crisis of our lives is neither economic,
intellectual, nor even what we usually call religious. It is
a crisis of imagination. We get stuck on our paths
because we are unable to reimagine our lives
differently from what they are right now. We hold
desperately to the status quo, afraid that if we let go,
we will be swept away by the torrential undercurrents of
our emptiness.” Marc Gafni, The Mystery of Love

Go On… Let Go.

Fixed Interest

Years 1 2 3 10 YTD
One- year 3.3 4.0 4.6 5.5 2.1

Two-year 3.6 4.4 4.9 5.7 2.2
Five-year 2.5 5.3 6.3 7.2 0.7

Long Term -4.7 5.8 6.8 6.8 -3.9

Australian
Shares
Large 25.3 15.8 10.8 9.9 14.7
Value 21.8 11.5 6.6 10.0 14.0
Small 10.3 1.7 4.0 9.7 1.8

Global Shares
Large 38.1 24.4 13.9 4.0 31.2
Value 44.2 26.5 13.5 5.3 33.1
Small 47.6 26.2 17.1 6.7 36.2

Emerging
Markets

18.7 5.4 -0.4 9.2 5.3

Real  Estate 17.8 18.7 12.1 3.9 12.6

Description of Indexes
One-year FI DFA Short-Term FI
Two-year FI DFA Two Yr Div. FI
Five-year FI DFA Five Yr Div. FI

Long-Term FI UBS Aus Treas. 10+
Australian Large DFA Aus Large Co
Australian Value DFA Aus Value
Australian Small DFA Aus Small Co

Global Large DFA Global Large Co
Global Value DFA Global Value
Global Small DFA Global Small Co

Emerging
Markets

DFA Emerging Markets

Global Real
Estate

DFA Global Real Estate

Data presented may be based on a
combination of simulated and actual
returns.

Past performance is not
indicative of future performance.



Down The Mineshaft
By Jim Parker Vice President DFA September 2, 2013

Success in investment doesn't just mean knowing what risks to take. It also means avoiding
the uncompensated risks associated with laying out big bets on individual companies or
sectors.

In February 2008, the global credit crisis was underway. With investors in a defensive mood, The Australian
Financial Review suggested that the minerals resource sector of the market offered a port in the storm.1

"Investors are being urged to buy into resource stocks as the best defensive option in a rocky market," the
journalist wrote.

The rationale was that resource stocks had good cash flow, were insulated from issues in the debt markets and
were leveraged to the China boom through strong demand for commodities like coal, iron ore and copper.

To support her theory, the reporter lined up a bevy of analysts, one of whom described a generational change in
the markets that was turning conventional wisdom about investing on its head.

It all seemed to make sense at the time. Resource-rich Australia, after all, was performing better than most other
developed economies. In its quarterly monetary policy statement in February 2008, the Reserve Bank of Australia
pointed to expectations of higher contract prices for coal and iron ore that year.2

But what if you had tilted your portfolio to resource stocks as a safety play back then? What if you had heeded
the call from media commentators and brokers about getting more China exposure via a big bet on the miners?

Well, it turns out you would have done rather poorly. In fact, as the chart below shows, the worst performing area
of the Australian share market over the subsequent five years has been the materials sector, which includes the
miners.

The top performing sectors over that period have been healthcare stocks, financials, including the big four banks,
and telecommunications stocks, mainly Telstra.

Sector performance



In other words, the sector that everyone was steering clear of during the credit crunch in 2008 has
been a top performer since then and the one that the media was pushing as a "safe haven" has been
anything but.

This is not to recommend any sector going forward. But it does serve as a reminder that investing
based on the economic headlines of the time or on sector views is an unreliable way of building a
portfolio for the long-term.

What happens in the financial media is that editors and reporters get excited about particular sectors
that have done well and build a coherent, forward-looking narrative around something that the market
has already priced in.

News is about what happened yesterday. That’s fine, but it's not something you can build an
investment strategy around.

Unless you are a rare individual who can foretell the future, you are better off diversifying – across
individual securities, sectors, industries and countries.

Diversification is essential because it reduces uncertainty, controls risk and increases the reliability of
outcomes. Diversification should not just be across individual securities, but across sectors, industries
and countries.

In any case, the driver of long-term portfolio performance in equities is not how many resource stocks
you own, but the degree to which your portfolio is exposed to the dimensions of expected return
identified by established academic research.

That means how much exposure you have to equities versus fixed interest, to small companies over
large companies, to low-priced 'value' stocks over high-priced 'growth' stocks and to high profitability
firms relative to low profitability firms.

This is a different approach to the one promoted through the media and much of the financial services
industry, which says you can build long-term wealth by making tactical shifts between one industry
sector and another.

Of course, you might get lucky doing it that way. But then again you might not. And relying on luck has
not been shown to be a sustainable investment strategy.

It can be a long way down to the bottom of the mineshaft.

1. 'Suddenly, Cyclical is the New Defensive', The Australian Financial Review, Feb 22, 2008

2. Statement on Monetary Policy, Reserve Bank of Australia, Feb 2008

I hope you enjoyed this issue and would like to receive your feedback on articles you would be interested in or
ways we can improve our newsletter. We have a lot more information on our website at
www.integratedwealthsolutions.com.au where you can register to receive this free monthly newsletter.

Dr Baden Rumble
Editor
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That Bit Extra…
How Australia Compares With The Rest Of The World… Not So Well!!

This table about MANDATORY Social Security
programs shows Australia trailing the world.

Compared to some of the European countries
that contribute more than 20%, our 9% or 9.25%
seems puny.

Only China, Russia and Australia don’t require
employees to contribute a percentage of their
wages to superannuation.

The UK, USA and Canada all require employees to
make compulsory contributions to retirement.

New Book About Dementia

This recently published book is written for the layperson, and is packed with information about dementia and it’s
most common cause, Alzheimer’s disease.

Should you be worried if you have had a parent, or close relative affected by this illness? If they suffered under
the age of 60, they may have a genetic cause. If so, you are likely to have an increased risk. However these early
onset sufferers account for only 3% of all cases. If your parent had the more common “sporadic” form then your
risk is no greater than the general population, and it is very much age related. For example, if you are in the 65-
74 year age range you will have about a 6% chance of developing Alzheimer’s. The risk rises markedly with
increasing age.

To discover things we can do to reduce our risk of developing this devastating disease, and much more, read the
book. For more information ring Ian on 9001 9812.


